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Out of a population of approximately 1 million, about 4000 witches were formally accused, and perhaps 2500 were executed. Scotland, with something over two executions per thousand of population, thus had four times the European average of 0.5 executions per thousand.
1 Of course, the European average conceals wide variations, but it should be borne in mind that Scotland's witch-hunt was not merely more severe than its neighbour England's; it was severe in absolute terms. Witchhunting involved a web of power, and Scotland is an important place in which to study the various roles that men played in it -as witchcraft victims, as witchcraft prosecutors and, sometimes (though not often), as witches themselves.
The records of Scottish witchcraft are good in some respects, disappointing in others. Witchcraft was a secular crime between 1563 and 1736, and almost all trials occurred in this period. Most trials were authorized centrally, and a record of this authorization usually survives, at least after 1608. So, we can obtain a good statistical sense of the pattern of accusations. The trial record itself is much less likely to survive, unless the trial was held in the central justiciary court, as it was in about ten per cent of cases. The remaining trials were held in temporary local courts that rarely preserved archives. Thus, estimating numbers of executions depends on extrapolating an execution rate from fragmentary evidence.
The present chapter will take a largely qualitative, rather than quantitative, approach. For the thematic questions that it raises, statistics are not usually available; not only do we lack reliable statistics for executions, we also lack them (to take one example) for the proportion of witches who were folk-healers. In the tradition established by Christina Larner, the brilliant pioneer of the subject, the chapter will instead draw conclusions from readings of individual cases and other qualitative evidence. Rather than telling individual stories in detail, it will range widely over the surviving material in order to present a picture of what is likely to have been typical. 2 Some more statistics may nevertheless be mentioned at this point. These, as the previous ones, come from the online 'Survey of Scottish Witchcraft'. The Survey identified 468 men and 2702 women formally accused of witchcraft. The proportion of men accused was thus 15 per cent.
3 The figures of 20 or 25 per cent commonly quoted as typical for Europe indicate that the Scottish witch-hunt was relatively misogynist. This intensified somewhat during Scotland's five great witchcraft panics of 1590-91, 1597, 1628-30, 1649-50 and 1661-62 ; the proportions of men and women remained constant, but the likelihood of a woman being executed increased. 4 The relatively high proportion of women among Scotland's witches probably reflects the severity of its witch-hunt overall.
I
Witch-hunting in Scotland was a governmental operation. Many cases were initiated -or, at least, supported -by neighbours' complaints, and it is hard to see how witch-hunting could have occurred without such complaints. However, no Scottish study has identified the kind of organized popular pressure for executions that fuelled some witchcraft panics in Germany.
5 On the contrary, Stuart Macdonald has argued that 'the populace did not initiate witch-hunts'. Scotland's powerful system of presbyterian church courts took the initiative; they heard a rumour of witchcraft, or received a complaint by someone who had been slandered by being called a witch, and called for witnesses to come forward. The witnesses were sometimes willing, sometimes reluctant. 6 Moreover, the authorities did not restrict prosecutions to those witches identified by neighbours; they broadened the hunt further. Especially during the five great panics, many localities saw chain-reaction hunts in which large numbers of people were named as witches by other confessing witches, and convicted on the basis of their own confessions with little or no neighbours' testimony against them.
